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Focus of this talk Focus of this talk 

�� Investigate the interplay between language Investigate the interplay between language 

use and cultural differencesuse and cultural differences

�� Structure:Structure:

–– How does How does ‘‘interactionalinteractional’’ sociolinguistics work (or sociolinguistics work (or 

not);not);

–– Interculturality as group membership Interculturality as group membership 

negotiation;negotiation;

–– Interculturality as identity makingInterculturality as identity making



�� Interactional sociolinguistics: Interactional sociolinguistics: 

Intercultural communication breakdown Intercultural communication breakdown 

to differences in discourse strategies to differences in discourse strategies 

and/or the misinterpretation of and/or the misinterpretation of 

contextualisation cues. contextualisation cues. 

Gumperz (1978, 1982)Gumperz (1978, 1982)

An exampleAn example



�� An interactional sociolinguistic accountAn interactional sociolinguistic account

Turn lengths are markedly unequal in Turn lengths are markedly unequal in 

this exchange. this exchange. 

A number of variables such as gender, A number of variables such as gender, 

power hierarchy and cultural power hierarchy and cultural 

background.background.

‘‘ConfusionConfusion’’ in Lines 25, 27in Lines 25, 27

A possible explanation: the speakerA possible explanation: the speaker’’s s 

intonation and lexis meant to be intonation and lexis meant to be 

rhetorical (L1 interference)rhetorical (L1 interference)



What works: What works: 

Seems to explain to extent what Seems to explain to extent what 

happens in this particular case;happens in this particular case;

What does not work: What does not work: 

At the risk of assigning contextulisation At the risk of assigning contextulisation 

cues overpowering explanatory/causal cues overpowering explanatory/causal 

role ;role ;



Assumptions: Assumptions: 

Discourse is influenced by social Discourse is influenced by social 

structure and cultural values;structure and cultural values;

Breakdown is caused largely by cultural Breakdown is caused largely by cultural 

differences;differences;

Culture values and differences are givenCulture values and differences are given



Reconceptualising Reconceptualising 

cultural differences: cultural differences: 

InterculturalityInterculturality
�� Yes, discourse is influenced by social Yes, discourse is influenced by social 

structuresstructures

�� At the same time, discourse also At the same time, discourse also 

impacts on social structures. impacts on social structures. 



Interculturality as doingInterculturality as doing

Nishizaka, 1995; Mori, 2003; Higgins and her Nishizaka, 1995; Mori, 2003; Higgins and her 
colleagues, 2007; the BAAL colloqium 2008colleagues, 2007; the BAAL colloqium 2008

Cultural differences as a dynamic construct: Cultural differences as a dynamic construct: 

�� Emergent: cultural differences & Emergent: cultural differences & 
participantsparticipants’’ cultural identities are not static cultural identities are not static 
entities. Instead, they are negotiated and, entities. Instead, they are negotiated and, 
constructed through discourse and in some constructed through discourse and in some 
cases, new sociocases, new socio--cultural identities are cultural identities are 
brought about and created. brought about and created. 



�� Discursive: Interculturality, like other social Discursive: Interculturality, like other social 
practices, being constituted in and through practices, being constituted in and through 
discursive social interaction. discursive social interaction. 

�� Human as active agents, who create, reproduce, Human as active agents, who create, reproduce, 
reflect on and change  culturereflect on and change  culture

�� Focus is not on comparison but on process & what Focus is not on comparison but on process & what 
(new) comes out of actual interaction. (new) comes out of actual interaction. 

‘‘We become who we are through discourse and social We become who we are through discourse and social 
interactioninteraction’’ (Scollon & Scollon, 2001, p.539)(Scollon & Scollon, 2001, p.539)



A case studyA case study

�� Naming practice in Chinese diasporic Naming practice in Chinese diasporic 

communitycommunity

�� A range of address terms in the Chinese A range of address terms in the Chinese 

language; subject to a number of factors language; subject to a number of factors 

including status, degrees of intimacy and including status, degrees of intimacy and 

familiarity, age, gender, formality and familiarity, age, gender, formality and 

addressee type.addressee type.

�� Intergenerational difference in experiences / Intergenerational difference in experiences / 

Multilingual practicesMultilingual practices



1  David:1  David: Mum, Chris doesnMum, Chris doesn’’t let me.t let me.

2  Chris (To D):2  Chris (To D): 哥哥给你看。哥哥给你看。

Gege gei ni kan.Gege gei ni kan.
Elder brother will let you look.Elder brother will let you look.

3  David:3  David: I can do it myself.I can do it myself.

4  Chris:4  Chris: No.No.

5  Mum (To C):5  Mum (To C): 鑫鑫，让弟弟玩。鑫鑫，让弟弟玩。

Xinxin, rang didi wanr.Xinxin, rang didi wanr.
Xinxin, let younger brother play.Xinxin, let younger brother play.

6  Chris:6  Chris: He canHe can’’t do it.t do it.

7  David:7  David: I can.I can.

8  Chris (To D):8  Chris (To D): 哥哥做好给你。哥哥做好给你。

Gege zuo hao gei ni. Gege zuo hao gei ni. 
Elder brother will do it and show you. Elder brother will do it and show you. 

9  Mum (To C):9  Mum (To C): Let him try. He can do it.Let him try. He can do it.

10 David:10 David: Chris.Chris.

11 Chris:11 Chris: What?What?

12 David:12 David: Give it to me. (Give it to me. (Tries to grab.Tries to grab.))
13 Chris:13 Chris: Mum, DavidMum, David’’s snatching it. Dons snatching it. Don’’t be rude.t be rude.

14 Mum:14 Mum: David. DonDavid. Don’’t snatch. Can you let him have a go, t snatch. Can you let him have a go, 鑫鑫鑫鑫??

XinxinXinxin
15 Chris (To D):15 Chris (To D): 哥哥做好给你。哥哥做好给你。

Gege zuo hao gei ni.Gege zuo hao gei ni.
Elder brother will make it and then give it to you.Elder brother will make it and then give it to you.

16 David:16 David: No.No.

17 Mum (To D):17 Mum (To D): 哥哥给你做好哥哥给你做好, , 他给你做呢！他给你做呢！

Gege gei ni zuo hao. Ta gei ni zuo ne. Gege gei ni zuo hao. Ta gei ni zuo ne. 
Elder brother will do it for you. HeElder brother will do it for you. He’’s doing it for you.s doing it for you.



�� As a result of the choice and negotiation As a result of the choice and negotiation 

(doing interculturality), aspects of the (doing interculturality), aspects of the 

multiple and shifting social and cultural multiple and shifting social and cultural 

identities of the individuals, the families and identities of the individuals, the families and 

the communities are made relevant. the communities are made relevant. 

�� Interaction between Interaction between discoursediscourse, , situationalsituational
and and transportabletransportable identities. identities. 



�� new social and cultural identities are new social and cultural identities are 

brought about, created and brought about, created and 

negotiated. negotiated. 

Third space (Bhabha, 1994Third space (Bhabha, 1994;; Lo Bianco, Lo Bianco, 

et al, 1999)et al, 1999)



FinallyFinally

�� Interculturality as doing provides an Interculturality as doing provides an 

alternative approach to achieve a alternative approach to achieve a 

better understanding of social better understanding of social 

interaction, in particular, in interaction, in particular, in 

intercultural communicationintercultural communication



Note: Note: 

A more detailed discussion can be found A more detailed discussion can be found 

in Zhu Hua (2010) Language in Zhu Hua (2010) Language 

socialization and interculturality: socialization and interculturality: 

address terms in intergenerational talk address terms in intergenerational talk 

in Chinese diasporic families. in Chinese diasporic families. 

Language and Intercultural Language and Intercultural 

Communication, 10(3), 189Communication, 10(3), 189--205.205.


